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THE ERZINCAN. NE TURKEY. EARTHQUAKE OF 13 MARCH 1992:
 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
 

O.A.PAPADOPOULOS. K.ORIVAS 

A 8 S T RAC T 

Observations contacted in the macroseisoic field of the 

1J March 1992 Erzincan earthquake revealed a maximum intensity 

rating of IX - X (MM) ~ith a death toll up to 600. The 

meizoseismal are~ , trending SE - NW and defined by the 

isoseismal of VIII degree, seems to be a reliable estimate 

of the rupture zone which is as long as 47 km. Through-going 

co-seismic, surface faulting has not appeared. Only cracks in 

alluvium, of l~ngth no more than 200 m each, were observed. 

The peak ground acceleration (~ 0.5g) measured in alluvium in 

Erzincan indicates an intensity excess with respect the 

intensity expected from such an acceleration value. This is 

interpreted by that most of the multi-storey buildings in 

Erzincan are not earthquake - resistant structures. 

I N T ROD U C T ION 

The Erzincan earthquake of M = 6.8 (USeS) occurred at s 
17:18:40 UTC on 13 March 1992 in the eastern branch of the 

North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) causing extensive destruction 

in the city of Erzincan which is of a population of 100,000. 

Forty six hours after the mainshock origin time a Greek mission. 

Organized by the Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization 

arrived in Erzincan. The mission consisted of three scientists, 

a 25-member medical team, a 20-me~ber rescue team and two 

radioamateurs. This article is devoted to the presentation of 

fjeld observations conducted by the scientific team of EPPO . 

• Earthquake Planning & Protection Organization, 

226 Messogion Ave., 15561 Holargos - Athens, Greece 
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THE ERZINCAN BASIN: STRATIGRAPHY. TECTONICS AND SEISMIC HISTORY 

The Erzincan basin is situated at an altitutde of about 1300 m 

on th~ eastern branch of the right-lateral NAFZ (Fig.1). Its 

main axis strikes NW - SE parallel to the trend of the fault zone. 
The basin is about 50 km long and widens to the SE, where its 

width reaches up to 15 km. The left-lateral Northeast Anatolian 

Fault and the Ovaclk Fault obliquely intersect the NAFZ to the 
NW and SE of the basin, respectively (Fig. 1). 

The Erzincan basin has been described as a typical rhombic 

pull-apart basin, bounded by two parallel ~aster faults which are 

presumed to be the segments of the NAFZ (~engor,1979; Aydin and 

Nur,1982; Hempton and Dunne,1984; ~engor et sl.,1985). According 
to Barks and Culen (1989), however, it is not a typical rhombic 

pull-apart basin, instead it has a rather complex pull-apart 
Dechanis~ and basin evolution due to the critical role of the 

OVlicil: :~~lt. 

Barka and Culen (1989) reviewed the. strtiftrapdc and structural 

details of the Erzincan basin. From this revie~ and references 

given there we learn the following. As a result of the continued 

collision along the Bitlis Suture Zone in ~id-late Miocene, the 
maln fault zones of the region were formed in early Pliocene. The 

escape of continental blocks away from the maximum compression 
zone tectonically overprinted some of the existing suture zones 

and basins, and also created new basins such as the Erzincan one. 
In this basin, all the exposed sedimenLs are Plio-Quaternary 

mostly fluvial ceposits. A rapid deposition in a tectonical1y 

act~ve environment is suggested. Thickness estimates of the basin 
fill range from 500-1000 m to 2.5-).5 km. The basin's NW-SE trend 

is parallel to the trend of the NAFZ which forms the entire 
northern boundary of the basin and serves as a master fault. The 

NAFZ consists of three major segmen~s in this region; the eastern 

(S1), central (52) and western (S3) ones. The segment S2 forms the 

northern boundary of the Erzincan basin. It is dominated by 
right-lat~ral strike alip. There Is no evidence that the southern 

margin is controlled by an active atrike-slip.master fault. Small 

dacitia and rhyolitic volcanic cones of Plio-Quaternary age are 
aligned oainly along the northern margin of the basin. 
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The great (M = 7.8) event of 26 December 1939 has been the . s
 
largest and more destructive earthquake in Turkey since 1668
 

producing seismic intensity as hi~h as XI (MSK) in Er~incan 

and causing the. loss of more than )0,000 lives (Ambraseys,19BB). 

This earthquake created )50 km of surface ruptures on the 82 and 

83 segments of the NAFZ in the Er~incan area, producing 4m right

lateral slip and lm uplift ot the southern block. The 20 0 difference 

in strike between these two segments forms a restraining bend to 
the ! of the Erzincan basin. The epicenter of the 1939 earthquake 

was l'cated near this bend (Dewey,1976). It seems that there is a 

general connection between the strike-slip fault geometry and the 

location of large earthquake rupture segments in Turkey (Barka and 

Kandinsky-Cade,1988) as well as the size and frequency distribution 

of ealthquakes in California and Turkey (Wesn '~sky,1988). 

An earthquah of Ms = 6.0 took place on 26 July 1967 near Piilumiir 

fr. the segment S1. This destructive shock was strongly felt in 

Erzincan (Ambraseys,1988). Tht fault plane solutions of the 1~39 

and 1967 earLhquakes are consistent with right-lateral motion in 

NAFZ (McKenzie,1972). However, the solution (ISe Bulletin,1983) of 

the 18 Novenber 1983, Ms = 5.4, earthquake, which occurred within 

the Erzincan basin, implies ENE-WSW extension, which is consistent 

with the active opening of the basin. 

THE MAIN ZONE OF DAMAGE 

The earthquake of 13 March 1992 caused extensive damage mainly 

within the Erzincan basin. In the city of Erzincan about sixty 

modern reinforced concrete bUildings were totally collapsed 

creating a death toll up to about 500. Most of these buildings 

were three- to five-storey structures. Many others have been 

damaged beyond repair. Out of about 25,000 buildings, the total 

number of buildings 1n Erzincan, 2,169 were either collapsed or 

heaVily damaged which means a percentage of about 9%, while the 

numbers of moderately and sli~htly damaged bUildings are 3,290 

(131 of the total number) and 4,061 (16% of the total number), 

respectively (Gencoglu,1992). Building damage occurred in the 

towns of Uziimlii and Piiliimur and ina large number of Villages 
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Figure 1. Simplifiea tectonic map of the Erzlncan area (after 

Barb. Gulen, 1989- ....od features of the 1J MaTCh 1992 

1118croseisnic field a8 described in thia paper. Key: strike-

slip fault, 2; surface rupture of the 19J9 earthquake, 

3; tectonic lineacent, 4; river flo~, 5; earthquake~.•Cl 

cracks, 6; liquefaction in aoil, 7; isoseismal, 8;Erzincdn, 

9; UzumlU, 10; Tan,eTi, 11: PUlum~T, 12; Davar~., S; segment 

of the North Anatol1s.n Fault, ~'EAF;Northeast f tolian Fault, 

OF: Ovac:ik Fault, E; Euphrates river. Seismic intensity 

aselgned to several places is shown by ro,an figures. Open 

circle shows the epicentral location of the 13 Harch 1992 
lIainshock. 
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so that the total numbers of collapsed or heavily damaged, 

moderately damaged,and sli~htly damaged bUilding units are 

4,318 , 5,253 , and 7,292 , respectively. The total death toll 
in these areas has been about. 100. 

The Er~lncan aarthquake injured some hundreds of peoplo and 
rendered about 50,000 people homeless. Damages to the transportation 

and life lines have been reported, The seisllic intono1tio:s 
assigned to localities affected strongly by the earthquake in the 

, 
Erzincan basin are shown in Figure 1. All intensitieo reported 

here are according the 12-point modified Mercalli-Sieberg (MM) 

scale. 1he intensity assigned to the city of Er~lncan la ~X. 

However, the fact that most of the collapsed and heavily damaged 

multi-storey buildings occurred on the two main streets running 

along the E-W snd N-S directions, crossing each other in the 

ci ty center, implies that the intonoi ty may huve !'tJached up to X 

there. Another interesting feature of the lateral damage 

distl"ibut.ion in tt'l city of Erzincan ie: th", !:Ilf/:nlf1cantly 10.... 

degree of damage w11ch occurred to the north of the city center. 

As a rule the earthquake causod no damage ~o ol1e- or two-storey 

brick masonry bUildings 80 well as to the mosques of the city. 

Almost half' or thf' totlllly collopood units were corner structures 
of block buildings. 

The meiz,oseismal IIlreu, that i.:l the unH!. of maximum seismic 

effect, is defined by the isoseismal of VIII degree (Fig. 1), 
Its Dllin 8xls, as long !l9 about 47 km, strikes SE-NW, that is 

parallel to the long axis of the Erzincon basin and the strike 
of the NAFZ. The moizo::Jeismal an'la may roughly ropresent the 

lateral extent of the earthquake rupture zone, which is the 

7.ono where tho otreoo after the earthquake is subetantially 

reduced .... ith respect the stress prevailing before the earthquake 
(Kellehar, 197.:2). In the aU.:lencQ or other more appropriate 

means for defining the lateral extent of rupture ::ones of large 

earthquakos such a~ surface fault breaks and accurately located 

aftershocks, the places from which substantial destruction is 

reported have been used (Kelleher, 1972; Wyss and Baer, 1981; 
Papadopoulos, 1988; Dorbath et al., 1990). In this sense the 
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isoseismal of degree VIII seems to be a reliable estimate of 

the lateral extent of rupture zones of large earthquakes. The 

length (~47 km) of the largest axis of the Erzincan earthquake 

meizoseis~al area is compatible with the rupture length, L, 

predicted for M= 6.8 by the relation log L e -J.93~t 0.812 M 
(L in km), which has been found (Erdik and tlner, 1982) for 

NAFZ earthquakes. 

Knowledge of the geometry and distribution of rupture zones 

of large earthquskes is of special importance in understanding 

better the seismic cycle and promoting the solution of the 
seismic hazard assessment and earthquake prediction problems. 

There is evidence that rupture zones of large subduction 

earthquakes abut and do not overlap (e.g. Sykes,1971; Kelleher, 

1972). In environ~ent8 of strike-slip faulting, however, it 
seems that rupture zones of large earthquakes tend to overlap 

si~nlficantly. For example, in the San Andreas fault tbe 
rupture zones of the 1989 Loma Prieta large (M'" ~ .0) shock 

overlapped 9i~niflcantly the rupture zone of th· great (M:7.7) 

1906 San Francisco event. The 1992 Erzincan rup~Jre zone is 

completely overlapped by the rupture zone of the 1939 great 
event as it is expressed by its main zone of destruction 

elaborated by Ambraseys(1988). 

Directional aspects associated with the damage observed in the 

eity of Erzincan have been among the most interesting features 

of the macroseismic field. The directivity effect is not well 
expressed in composite structural units such as multi-storey 

reinforced concrete buildings. Simple structural units, however, 

have been characteristically affected so that to show very 
clearly two main components of the strong ground motion, one 
N-S and another E-W. Both components are evident In many 

places of the city where decades of bricklaying enclosures 

have been overthrown either from south to north or from 

east to west. In addition, the S-N component is also evident 

in a't least two distant localities of the city, in Fatimmahalesi 

and Erzlnqan Bulvari at the eastern and western parts of the 
city, respectively, where ~e observed electrle power 
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pylons obviously deformed because of the strong ground earth 

shaking. These observations supply macroseismic evidence about 
the epicentral location t.owards about SE with respect the 

position of Erzincan city, as well as about the approximate 

direction of the main component of strong ground motion from 
SE to NU. According to preliminary deLerminations the earthquake 

epicentre is lo,~~ed at 39.90oE and 39.750 N (Kandilli 
Observatory, Is _llbul), which is consisted with the macroseismic 

10'" io 

n, ordlllgs of SMA-l type instruments have shown that the 

ma um ground ucceleration in the Erzincan alluvium has been 

equal to () 5g, 0.4g and 0.25g in the E-W, H-S and vertical 

componeuts, respectively (Cencoglu, 1992). ,'ILLS verifies the 

macroseismic observation that two strong grt'md motion components, 

tt:" ,. c; ..wd £-W onos, have affected with roughly the same strength 

t.h~ struct.u"es ~n Erz1nC'an. The measured lIlaximum acceleration, a, 

ho Wevtll' , is 31gn~ 'lcanLiJ I"'cr than l.hat expected for inten.aity 

1 = X fro~ th~ relation log a= 0.01+ O.JO 1, which has been 

found by Trifunac and Brady (1975) for Western U.S, earthquake 

data set, that lS for 11. seislllotectonic environment similar to that 

of nC'rthern Tu~key, This means that for the observed level of 

maximum acceleration a considerable seismic intensity excess has 

been observed j~ Erzincan, This conclusion and its possible 

interpretation are discussed later. 

r.ROUND FArLURES AND LOCAL EfFECTS 

AccordinR to our field observations there is no evidence for 

thr~ugh-going , co-seismic, surface faulting. Cracks in alluviuc 

have been observed in several places mainly along the fault 

segment 32 ~hich bounds the basin to the north. In the Davarli 
village area (Fig. 1), at the western portion of segment 32, 

cracks as long as about 200m were observed parallel to the strike 

of the main fault, that is SE-NW. Similar cracks have been 
reported in the vicinity of the Yalnisbag Village some 7 km SE 

off Davarl1 (Demirtal} and Yilmaz, 1992) (Fig'. 1). In the central 

part of 32, tension cracks in filling ground have been observed 

in the northern edge of the Erzincan basin around the Eksisu 
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mineral water sprin£. They are settlement cracka having. 

200-750m lencth and a 50 cm vctr1cal offset. 

Morc important are two tension cracks opened in th~ 

vestcrnmost part of Dccment 51 et the eastern aide of the 

Erzincen bRsin Rt the west of Tanyeri town (f1c:. 1). Right

lateral dlspl8ce~ents varying between 5c~ end 20cm, with. 

norms) component up t.o lOco, have been measured. Some minor 

crscks were observed along the Euphrates river bank 85 well. 

The system of disC'onUnUOU6 ero1Jnd cracks exhibits 1'1 total 

lenc:th of ebo1Jt 45km. In lbany places it is of en eC'helon 

structure trending NNW-SSE. 

Liquefection in soil is one of the most importent ground 

failures 8ssodett'd usufllly with strong eerthquakH. Tn~ 

moxitr:u!Il epicentral distallce, R, st which liquefaction msy 

occur is 8 fur.-::tlcn of thf' ellrthquake n&gnitudf;!, M (e.g. 

tiuribuys~hi And Teu:uoktl, 19'75). EllIpiriclIJ relb~iorjS bE'tOlf'en 

l': ond J-: fO<.lnd for ".(;·rlci date (bl">reseys,198Bi P8pr.dopoulc~ 

en::! L(:fkopou!rs,19U.<) £hol,' that for K~ 6.8, :.he nagnl.~dc uf 

UHt Er:.inCll·, f'IlT'hqu6ke, R ~t: 81.1"·,t 11') k .... In t!'lC lnt,J.. ('tPo' 

&r~e, whlcn covers ttlC 18T[eSL rllrt of the LIZlncsr, bl~ln, 

furfsce IT:snHesLlltic," of liquehC'tion in so;l, },eviIlC the f. 

of nud and send volc~ oes, was observed aJong the Euphrates 
veJley in the eplcentr~l eres. However, the R-vlllue of 110 km 

does not preclude ll.e occurrence of liquefsction in mOl 

remote places. 

Locel ground effects play an important role in the con~;f,ur ~on 

of bssic features of the stronr: ground motion, such 8S tJ_ 

duration and a~plitude of Qein]y the larger peri~ components 

of the seislf.lc Illotion.and consequently of the se': ll1c intensity 

levels in particular places. There are well-docu~ented CIlS.S of 

local ground effects associated with earthquakes ~hich occurred 

in the 1980s, e.g. the large Jlagnitude siveTl~ of 19 September 1985 

in Mexico (11= 8.1)(e.g. Bech and H811,1986) .nd of 18 October 

1989 in Loma Prieta, California (H= 7.1)(e.g. Dsrragh and Shakel, 

1991), as well 88 the 8J:laller event of 16 October 1988 1n 

wClltern Creece (H= 5.9)(Papadopoulos and Profis,1990). The 
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foundation ground of the Erzincan residential zone is a plain 

consisting of mainly Late Quaternary, thick alluvial fan 

deposits. Thio ~ean8 that l~rge-scale • lateral ground effects 

are, as a general rule, not favoured. This picture changes 

slightly to the north of the city center vhere the elevation 
increases and the deposits thickness decreases. On the contrary, 

small-scale ground effects m~y have been very frequent as 
indicated by the abundant cases of completely diffo~cnt behavior 

of adjoining building units of similar type in many places of 

the city. The stratigraphic heterogeneity, because of the high 

sedimentation rate, and the asymmetry of the sediment thickness, 

features which result from the pull-apart tectonic evolution of 

the basin, could be considered as the primary causes of small

scale, lateral ground effects. 

D I S C U S s raN 

From earthquake o-gineering point of view the most important 

feature in Erzincu~ is that the modern reinforced concrete 
multi-storey buildings are non-earthquake resistant structures 

with only few oxcepllollS. This is mainly due to that many of the 

collapsed or damaged reinforced conc~eto bul1dingo had been 

designed and built without taking into account basic requirements 

of the building code. As a matter of fact, many of the collapsed 
buildings had been initially designed as two-storey structures. 

However, one or more stories were added later without proper 

reinforcement of the older parts of the buildings. 
Such a systematic ignorance of the building code explains well

enough the seismic intensity excess repot·ted from malnly the 

city center. This excess may be aloo rclB.ted with the long 

duration of the strong seismic motion recorded in Erzincan. It is 

of special interest to examine whether or not the long shaking 
ls associated with certain features of the rupture process itself. 

Preliminary instrumental determination and our field 

observations show that the earthquake epicenter is located 

somewhere,.in the eastern side of the Erzlncan basin. According 

to Barka and Kadinsky-Cade (1988), a releasing,bend of about 15°, 
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with a stepover width of 4-5 k~, separates the fault segments 

S1 and 52 there. These suthors have concluded that the geometry 
of Turkish strike-slip faults, that is the distribution of 

discontinuities such as bends and stepovers along the main fault 

trace, playa an important role in controlling the location of 

large earthquake rupture segments along the fault zones. Therefore, 
the Buggestion that the earthquake consisted of two separate 
events, rupturing the westernmoat portion of Sl and the easternmost 

portion of 52, seems to be reasonable , explaining the long 
duration of shaking in Erzincan. 

The large-scale anomaly of low seismic in~ensity to the north 
of the city center seems to be rather associated with the good 

quality of the sLructures, many of them being military buildings 
From macroseismic inspection there is no evidence for particular 

local ground conditions which have substantially contributed to the 

collapse of many multi-storey modern buildings in the city center. 
The ract that as a rule the earthquake caused nJ serious damage 

to one- or two-storey brick masonry structures And mosques in the 

center and other places of the city, implies thft the frequency 
con Lent of the seis~c waves may have been a factor of importance 

for the collapse or multi-sLorey buildings. 

The lack or co-seiSmic surface break is an interesting feature 
of the Erzincan earthquake. The system of cracks observed in 

alluvium at a length of about 45 km nearly along the main fault 

zone may mark the position where the pre-Neogene bedrock has 
been ruptured during this earthquake. The relatively large focsl 
depth (rv 20 km) of the mainshock and Lhe very thick lsyer of 

recent deposits may have been the principal causes for the non
appearance of co-seismic surface faulting. This reminds the 18 

October 1989 Loma Prieta, M= 7.0, earthquake, of a focal depth 

of about 15 km, and the 29 April 1991, Racha, Georgia, M= 7.0, 
earthquake, of a focal depth of 6-14 km, which similarly have 

not been accompanied by co-seismic surface faulting (USGS Stsff, 

1990; Borissoff and Rogozhin, 1992). According to Scholz's 

(1990) terminology, these three earthquakes are of "s!llsll" size 
so that their rupture dimensiona are smaller than the width 

of the "schizosphere", which ls the brittle part .0£ the l:lthosphere. 
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